
“UndergroUnd Factories” 

 

 

Overview: Germany began moving some of its critical factory 

operations underground in response to increased allied bombing 

in the later stages of World War II.   Most factories were built in 

former mine sites and were built, and staffed by slave labor.  

These factories built critical components for super weapons, 

including V-1 and V-2 rockets, and German jet aircraft.  To resist 

allied bombing, Germans also used underground sites to store 

fuel. 

Construction: Germany may build underground factories for the 

cost of 8 IPC per factory.  The factory may be built anywhere a 

major or minor industrial complex can be built but may not be 

upgraded.   

Production: The factory may only be used to construct one unit 

per turn but may not be tactically/strategically bombed.  An 

underground factory may not produce or repair ships or produce 

infantry. 

Optional: Any player may build an Underground Factory for the 

cost of 12 IPC. 

 

 



 

 

 

Updated: 5/22/14 

 

Optional rules and House rules have been a part of gaming since the beginning. To continue 

this tradition, the staff of HBG have compiled some of our favorites from all over the Internet as 

well as what we use in our games at home.  We not only want to provide our customers with a 

high quality product, but also offer suggestions on how to implement these pieces into your 

game.  Several rules are outlined in a detailed format so that you might take them at face value, 

and enjoy.  Others simply point you in a general direction.  We encourage you to use these rules 

as a guideline to creating your own house rules.  Thank you for your patronage.   

 

The HBG Staff 

– Doug – Adam – Mike – Chris –Will 

 

We would love to hear from you!  If you have house rules or ideas you’d like to share, send 

them to us.  If we love it, we’ll post here with the others.  Send your rules to: 

 

markers@historicalboardgaming.com 

 

 

 

 


